
Our company is looking for a sales executive. We appreciate you taking the time
to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all
of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for sales executive

Identify previous clients and re-engage with them promoting new products
and services
Identify lapsed leads and re-engage with them promoting new products and
services
Monitor competitor clients, products, pricing, weaknesses and strengths and
ensure individual sales strategy is developed accordingly
Provide advice and guidance to the business units to keep them aware of
developments within the industry and to ensure that the appropriate
products and services are developed to meet the operating units mission and
objectives and to comply with all relevant statutory and other regulations
Assist the GM to maintain an effective marketing and public relations
strategy to promote the products, services and image of the Company in the
wider community
Articulate local differentiators and value propositions
Making sales calls with new and existing customers who are medium and
large-sized local and international companies doing containerized import and
export including but not limited to customers in Da Nang region
Establish strong, multi-level relationships with key customers(including
decision makers and influencers) and make use of senior management to
sponsor and leverage high level customer relationships
Responsible for growing support from your existing customers and acquiring
new customers within Da Nang region to meet and exceed individual volume

Example of Sales Executive Job Description
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Enthusiastically generate new leads through independent research,
networking, sales calls and discovery across the UK

Qualifications for sales executive

Bachelor's degree in business or relevant preferred
Experience selling to acute healthcare providers
Residing in or able to relocate to the greater Kansas City area or must live
within 60 miles of an approved virtual city within the territory (GA, TN, NC,
SC)
2-3 years Airline experience is required and a must
Committed and aspire for success
Manage all program and promotional spending within budget


